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Note on the theme of Web-Conference:

There are roughly more than 1300 museums
year, There is a Museum Association in the
of the International Council of Museums (ICOM)
Indian Universities (first one started as early
recognized actually as a profession in the country
museology is also a specific study. This shows

Profession is an occupation, vocation or career
field, or science is applied.
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in India and new ones are being added every
country since 1946 & a National Committee

(ICOM) Museology courses offered by many
early as in1952), yet Museum work is not
country and hardly general public know that

shows the inefficiency of museums as profession.

career where specialized knowledge of a subject,



● Professions are regulated by Professional
● It Involves prolong academic training and a 
● It enforce adherence to an ethical code of
● A community of people is established through specific courses on the

Now if we look at the state of our museums
they have been and are called regionally),
academic discipline in the country, it seems
heritage and have not been sensitive & sincere

The indigenous Indian practices, institutions,
concerned with the study, documentation, preservation,
heritage have never evolved & developed and
about Muses, Museum and Museology by
traditional, indigenous practices & processes
the past were overlooked and discarded
SARSAWATI.

The ancient Indian literature as quoted in
Vishwa Karma Mandirs and Chitrashalas as
there is hardly any account of profession (vivsayathere is hardly any account of profession (vivsaya
past . In Medieval Indian historical narratives
(collection of valuable & Artistic objects) of
In Humaiyon Nama(Biography of Mughal
Begum) there is a detailed description of
artifacts and objects associated with writing (Qalams,
Shamiyanas (tents) designed for the purpose,
distinct Profession( Pesha) for such activities

As we all know , the modern Greco Roman concept
by the ‘scholars’ of Asiatic society during
established during the British rule in India,
movement during the British rule we will find
development were either administrators or scholars
and therefore their main efforts were focused
than organizing museum as an institution or establishing

The situation has not changed much even after
concepts and institutions we have sustained the
expert was the Curator; there still is no common
conduct for museum workers of India.

Professions are regulated by Professional Bodies
and a formal qualification

enforce adherence to an ethical code of practice
A community of people is established through specific courses on the subject

(Sangharalays / Ajayab Ghars (or what ever
regionally), museum profession and museology as an

seems that as a nation we do not care about our
sincere enough for it’s Conservation .

institutions, academic discipline and profession
preservation, presentation and interpretation of

and during the British Raj we were tutored
by the foreign scholars and masters .The

processes of dealing with heritage and knowledge of
MUSES dominated over the wisdom of

Indian museological literature do mention
as the predecessors of modern museums but

(vivsaya) of dealing with the heritage of the(vivsaya) of dealing with the heritage of the
narratives we do find mention of ToshaKhanas

of the kings as well of their Numaish(display).
Emperor Humayon by his sister Gulbadan
exhibition and display of arms, decorative
(Qalams, Dawat, material to write on ) in the

purpose, but there is hardly any hint about any
activities.

concept of ‘Museum’ was implanted in India
the British Raj and many museums were

India, but if we analyze the history of museum
find that the people involved with museum
scholars of a particular academic discipline

focused on building and studying collections rather
establishing museum work as a profession.

after the Independence because like many other
the British practices. Still the scholar/subject

common policy, practice guide line or code of



One of the other reason why the museum work
in my opinion is the fact that museums and
cultural heritage, that two of the ancient past
first generation of museum leaders was all Archeologists,
This trend is unfortunately is still continuing.

Another significant reason of inability of museum
profession in our country is our failure to formulate
for museum profession. The International legislations,
with issues and matters of safeguarding/protecting,
and interpreting country’s rich heritage have never

In independent India plans and policies are
established , professional bodies formulated,
heritage but gradually they all have been overshadowed
Today as most of the institutions, professional
professionals and have become ineffective
management and interpretation work which professionally
museum profession has been entrusted to non
retired bureaucrats, historians, architects and

Indian museums by and large have either fossilized
mould or are miniature clones of American
establish a well defined independent indigenous
and traditions of Indian people to deal with the

Now before suggesting steps to be taken to make
point the major hurdles in the development of

● Dominance of state and central governments 
● Absence of cohesive museum policy
● Exclusion of local communities and traditional 

museum development process.
● Dominance of unprofessional in museum
● Flaccid functioning of the Museum Association of
● Not appointing professionally trained and 

take charge of museum affairs.
● Paucity of indigenous research data and 
● Increasing practices of out sourcing core 

agencies.
● Continuing dependence on foreign expertise for 

work could not evolve as a profession in India
museum work was seen as only to do with

past (Archeology) and history of Indian art. The
Archeologists, Art Historians or Ideologists.

museum work to evolve as an independent
formulate policies, guide lines and regulations
legislations, regulations and guide lines to deal

safeguarding/protecting, documenting, conserving, presenting
never been implemented properly.

made, institutions are set up, organizations
to manage the country’s natural and cultural

overshadowed by the ‘developmental” policies.
professional bodies dealing with heritage are run by non

and irrelevant today most of the heritage
professionally is a domain of museums and

non professional event and heritage managers,
archaeologists.

fossilized or frozen in their British colonial
museums mainly because we have failed to

indigenous museum profession based on practices
the reality and memory of the past.

make museum work as profession let us pin
of Museum Profession in the country.

governments and bureaucrat in museum affairs

traditional indigenous knowledge from the  

Dominance of unprofessional in museum work.
Association of India

professionally trained and academically qualified Museologist to  

Paucity of indigenous research data and literature on museum theory and practice.
core museum works to unprofessional private  

expertise for advice and training.



It is hoped and expected that, the new generation
workers and other people concerned with issues
management, sustainable development and
succeed in their mission and will be able
endeavors. The concepts of eco museology
climate change can be a role model not only
concerned with sustaining and preserving the
planet.

It is the high time when all the basic challenges
profession must be discussed to carve out a niche
effective policies. Because without effective
addressed. It is also imperative that formation
later be morphed according to the needs and demands

About the Aligarh Muslim University
Syed Ahmad Khan, the great Muslim reformer
Indian War of Independence of 1857 felt
education and become involved in the public
Jai Kishan helped Sir Syed in establishing theJai Kishan helped Sir Syed in establishing the

Sir Syed saw a need for Muslims to acquire
Western sciences if the community were
particularly in Northern India. He began to
Muslim University by starting schools at Moradabad
purpose for the establishment of the Scientific
Western works into Indian languages as a
Western education and to inculcate scientific
intense desire to ameliorate the social conditions
the periodical, 'Tehzibul Akhlaq' in 1870.

It was one of the first purely residential educational
government or the public in India. Over the
Indian Muslims who were active in the political
India Lord Curzon visited the college in 1901
and called it of "sovereign importance".

It was also around this time that a movement
achieve this goal, expansions were made
curriculum of the college. A school for girls
was transformed into the Aligarh Muslim University

generation of Indian Museologist, museum
issues related with environment & heritage
cultural identity will assert them and will
to provide an alternate road map for their
and efforts like the recent Bali Summit on

only the for museum profession but for all those
the environmental and cultural mosaic of our

challenges and issues related to the museum as
niche which can later serve as a platform for

effective policies no challenges or issues can be
formation of the policies is progressive which may

demands of the profession.

- The University grew out of the work of Sir
reformer and statesman, who in the aftermath of the

that it was important for Muslims to gain
public life and government services in India. Raja

the universitythe university

acquire proficiency in the English language and
to maintain its social and political clout,

to prepare foundation for the formation of a
Moradabad (1858) and Ghazipur (1863).His

Scientific Society in 1864, in Aligarh was to translate
prelude to prepare the community to accept

scientific temperament among the Muslims. The
conditions of Indian Muslims led Sir Syed to publish

educational institutions set up either by the
years it gave rise to a new educated class of

political system of the British Raj. When viceroy to
1901, he praised the work which was carried on

movement began to have it develop into a university. To
and more academic programs added to the
was established in 1907. By 1920 the college

University.



Aligarh Muslim University draws students from

countries, especially Africa, west Asia and South

for students from SAARC and Commonwealth countries

The University has 14 Faculties with several departments

of Life Sciences has been ranked No. 1 among universities

About the Department of Museology,
Diploma Museology course at Aligarh Muslim
Center of Professional Courses to train the
Museums & Archives.

In the year 1988 a full-fledged Department of
Life Sciences and a new Post M. Sc. Diploma
were introduced.
In the year 2004 under the U.G.C. Special
interdisciplinary, job oriented courses; a Masters
in the Department.

Vision - The Department of Museology has envisage to develop human 
academically prepared and technically equipped academically prepared and technically equipped 
challenges concerning the documentation, preservation, conservation and interpretation of  
the diverse tangible and intangible natural and cultural heritage of the
Mission - Provide learning opportunities of the 
(Museum Studies) research and Museographic

 Engage students in the critical development of Museology 
academic discipline.

 Equip students with the Professional skills to efficiently carry out museum

 .Provide Museology (Museum Studies) Qualification which is recognized by the 
and international academic and professional bodies 

 . Prepare students for further academic research 
(Practice).

from all corners of the country as well as foreign

South East Asia. In some courses, seats are reserved

countries.

departments and Graded-A by NAAC. The Faculty

universities of India.

AMU, Aligarh- A One Year Post graduate
Muslim University was started in 1973 under the

the students for various technical positions in

of Museology was created under the Faculty of
Diploma in Museology and M. Phil. & Ph.D. courses

Special Assistance Scheme for starting Innovative
Masters (M.Sc.) course in Museology was started

The Department of Museology has envisage to develop human resource which is  
technically equipped to understand and deal with the issues andtechnically equipped to understand and deal with the issues and

the documentation, preservation, conservation and interpretation of  
tangible and intangible natural and cultural heritage of the world.

opportunities of the highest quality based on Museological  
(Museum Studies) research and Museographic Practices.

of Museology (Museum Studies) as an  

to efficiently carry out museum practices.

Studies) Qualification which is recognized by the national  
bodies as well as by employers.

research in Museology (theory) and Museography  



About Ishan Promote Art, Culture

Ishan Promote Art, Culture and Improve
(NGO) (non profitable) working since 2013
culture and various social activities. NGO has
poor, beggars; children and people from depress
more than 650 children in different schools.
students who are unable to regularize their studies
have provided books to 2950 students free of

For people who are beggars and poor’s
established a 'Cloth Bank' for them and urge
rejected clothes to us. In this programme we
more than 200,000 people.

During this pandemic of Covid-19,
lockdown which had the most impact on daily
such a devastated situation our organization is
labours and other needy person. For this purpose,
families from 25, March to till date. At last we
his blessings in the same way so that we can be

Along with this, the organization continues
in order to promote research and its quality; we
journal in the name of "Ishan - Journal of Research
this pandemic where colleges and universities
educational activities are stopped, in such a
Web-seminar to facilitate students and researcher
lockdown, we have organized four consecutive
of renowned institutions which are mentioned

1.   The Unique  Work  of  Indian  Art: Didarganj 
M.D.P.G. College Pratapgarh, Uttar Pradesh)

2. Role of Museums Today in Conserving
Culture (Jointly organized with Government Central Museum, 
Department of Archaeology and Museums 

3. भारतीय इततहासकी च◌ुनौततया◌ा◌ं –सांभावनाए
Indian History compilation Committee Kashi Province Uttar Pradesh

Culture and Improve Society, Pratapgarh

Improve Society is a non government organization
2013 in the field of education, environment, art

has organized several social programmes for
depress class. An effort of this, we have sent

. We also provide financial support to those
studies due to financial condition. Till now, we

cost.

poor’s and could not purchase cloths, our NGO
urge to people that they deposit their old and

have distributed more than 6 Lakh clothes to

the country has come to a pause due to
daily wages workers and migrant labours. In
is working to provide food for daily workers,

purpose, we have distributed food kits to 3350
we pray to "God" to make us courage and give

be able to do this work as much as possible

continues to work in various field of research and
we have introduced an international research

Research Knowledge and Prudence". During
universities are closed due to Covid-19 and most of the

a condition, we have decided to promote a
researcher in the field of research. Till now after

consecutive International webinar with co- ordination
mentioned here.

Didarganj Yakshi (Jointly organized with
Pradesh)

Conserving and Showcasing Rural, Folk-Art and
Culture (Jointly organized with Government Central Museum, Albert Hall, Jaipur,  

Museums Jaipur, Rajasthan)

सांभावनाए एवां समाधान (Jointly organized with

History compilation Committee Kashi Province Uttar Pradesh Pratapgarh.



4. भारतीय कला को मथ◌ुरा कला क◌े◌ं की देन

Ranchi Jharkhand)

Further, our organization will continue this work with kind 
support of people and we are thankful to all who 

Organizing

Chief Patron
Professor Tariq Mansoor, Vice Chancellor, Aligarh Muslim University,

Patron
Professor Waseem Ahmad, Dean, Faculty of 

Dr. Bhanu Pratap Singh, Editor, International Research Journal
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ProgrammeProgramme
Dr. Mohammad Irfan, Associate 

Museology, Faculty of Life Sciences, 
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(Ishan Promote Art, Culture 
Dr. Peeyoosh Kant Sharma

Dept. of A.I.H.C & Archaeology, 
Ex, Regional Archaeological
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Mr. Danish Mahmood, Assistant Professor, Department of Museology, 
University
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Mr. Aziz Saleem Hasan, Junior Technical Officer, 

Muslim University
Mr. Ashish Kumar Singh, Secretary in Charge, 

Society (IPACAIS)

(Jointly organized with State Museumदेन

Further, our organization will continue this work with kind co-operation and  
who appreciated us.

Committee

Patron
Chancellor, Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh

Patron
Dean, Faculty of Life Science, AMU Aligarh

Editor, International Research Journal- Ishan Journal of  
Research Knowledge & Prudence, Al-Jubail, Dammam, Saudi Arabia

Programme DirectorProgramme Director
Associate Professor & Chairman Department of  
Sciences, Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh

Convener
Culture and Improve Society)

Dr. Peeyoosh Kant Sharma, HOD & Associate Professor  
Dept. of A.I.H.C & Archaeology, M.D.P.G. College Pratapgarh UP

Ex, Regional Archaeological Officer
Archaeology Department, Uttar Pradesh

Convener & Moderator
(Department of Museology A.M.U.)
Assistant Professor, Department of Museology, Aligarh Muslim  

University Aligarh

Coordinators
Department of Museology, Aligarh Muslim University  

Aligarh
Hasan, Junior Technical Officer, Department of Museology, Aligarh  

University Aligarh
Charge, Ishan Promote Art, Culture and Improve

(IPACAIS)



Co-Conveners
Dr. Narsingh Kumar, Assistant Professor, Department of Museology, 

Gandhi National Tribal University, 
Dr. Kaish Miyan, Assistant Professor, Department of Museology, Aligarh 

Aligarh
Dr. Ameeza Zarrin, Guest Faculty, Department of Museology, Aligarh 

Aligarh
Mr. Keshaw Chandra Shriwastava, 

History, Archaeology and Museology, Ranchi University
Dr. Rahul Maurya, Independent Research Scholar (PhD, 
Mr. Alok Kumar Singh, Assistant Teacher, S.B.S. 

Instructions:-

1.Only Faculty Members, Research Scholars,
participate in this Webinar.

2.Only those persons will get the Certificate
Full Paper along with the Abstract before 20Full Paper along with the Abstract before 20
last date 30 September, 2020.

3.Certification of Participation will be given to
the academic session.

4.Session details will be shared on the whatsapp
event.

5. Confirmation of registration will be sent on

6.The research papers you have given will be
Ishan - Journal of Research Knowledge and Prudence

7.Research summary and complete research paper
010 and in English in Times New Romans in 12

8.The web conference will be conducted on
WebEx Platform.

9.Make sure to send your research summary
ishanjournalamu2425@gmail.com and a copy

Conveners
Assistant Professor, Department of Museology, Indira  

Gandhi National Tribal University, Amarkantak, M.P.
Department of Museology, Aligarh Muslim University
Aligarh

Department of Museology, Aligarh Muslim University
Aligarh

Mr. Keshaw Chandra Shriwastava, Guest Faculty, University Department of
History, Archaeology and Museology, Ranchi University Ranchi

Independent Research Scholar (PhD, NMI, New Delhi)
Assistant Teacher, S.B.S. Inter College, Pratapgarh

Scholars, Post Graduate from the field of Museology

Certificate of Paper Presentation, who will send the
20th August 2020 & Full paper submission20th August 2020 & Full paper submission

to only those participants who will attend all

whatsapp group and Email provided before the

on the given Email ID.

be published in International Research Journal,
Prudence.

paper is to be written in Hindi on Kruiti Dev
12 size, in APA style.

on the Zoom App or Google Meet or Cisco

summary or completed research paper to
copy to chairmanmuseology@gmail.com



10. There is no registration fee in this seminar 
donate to the organization for social welfare done by

ISHAN PROMOTE ART CULTURE AND IMPROVE SOCIETY 
UNITED BANK OF INDIA, BRAN
1884010045094 IFSC CODE: UTBI0PTGL14
BHIM UPI ID: - 9452262734@upi, Pay TM Mobile No.

12. Any Query please feels free to contact on: 

Click here for registration:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScxyJHSpwNTjyhvX1EGWwYU0Z0SC 
KEghCov16qWhrAhHleF0w/viewform?usp=sf_link

Last Date of Registration: 20th August 2020 time: 

For any query Contact us: ishanjournalamu2425@gmail.com 
Or chairmanmuseology@gmail.com

seminar but if you are interested, then you can  
donate to the organization for social welfare done by society.

CULTURE AND IMPROVE SOCIETY Banks Details:
ACCOUNT No.NCH: PRATAPGARH  

UTBI0PTGL14
9452262734@upi, Pay TM Mobile No. 9452262734.

Query please feels free to contact on: - 9897021230, 9452262734.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScxyJHSpwNTjyhvX1EGWwYU0Z0SC 
KEghCov16qWhrAhHleF0w/viewform?usp=sf_link

2020 time: up to 5:00 PM

ishanjournalamu2425@gmail.com 


